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ISO 934 is the
international counterpart
of ASCII. It is a standard
intended to specify the

standards for. is an
international standard for

the representation of
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names in electronic
messages. When using

ASCII, you would . The
mnemonic "MAYNAR",

meaning "I love you,"
appears inside a heart on

the. Click here for
suggestions on adding a

girl’s name to your
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I have a model called
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Team; a controller called
users that has current_user
method. That current_user
method returns either an
admin or normal user
object. I want to display a
message on the page that
says "Hello {user.name}",
but only on the page of the
admin. If the user who
logs in is an admin, it
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should display "Hello
Admin" instead. How can
I do this? A: In your
controller: if
current_user.admin?
render :text => "Hello
Admin" else # Do regular
stuff here end In your
views: Hello Admin ...
And then in your
layouts/application you
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can show the other partials
this way (assuming you
render the partial in the
else, not sure if you need it
or not): You will then need
to make a'shared' partial
containing the common
code you want to have
available to all users. If
this is a shared view, you
can move the 'if admin?'
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logic into that partial file,
so when you render the
view, you can just do: If
the view to be loaded is in
the same directory as the
page being rendered, you
don't need to do anything.
If it's somewhere else, you
can specify the partial
path. If it's for example:
views/blog/post/1/ and the
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post is for user 1, you
would do: "blog/post",
:locals => { :post =>
@post } %> (1) Field of
the Invention The present
invention relates to a
charged particle beam
irradiation apparatus and a
charged particle beam
irradiation method,
especially to a charged
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